DIVE THE FLORIDA KEYS

Where: Wrecks and Reefs of the Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary near Islamorada and Key Largo

When: To be determined


Lodging: Key West Suites in Key Largo, 201 Ocean Dr, Key Largo, FL 33037

INCLUDED:
2-cylinder reef dive Friday Afternoon ● 2-cylinder wreck and reef dive Saturday morning ● 1-cylinder Night dive Saturday night ● 2-cylinder wreck and reef dive Sunday morning. Lodging Friday and Saturday night.

All boat fees, crew tips, air or nitrox fills for Saturday and Sunday, and taxes, are included. Cost is no more than $400 depending on participation and may be less. We will have one of Capt. Slate’s boats to ourselves.

YOU PROVIDE: Travel and food. Lodging is a suite type motel but you can provide your own lodging and we will adjust the price. You need to provide your dive gear: mask, fins, snorkel, c-card, logbook, wet suit or dive skin, BC, regulator, weights, dive light. Air cylinders and fills are included as is nitrox. If you wish to use nitrox on the deeper dives please be sure to bring your nitrox diver certification card. Nitrox training is available on this trip.

NOTE ON CERTIFICATION LEVEL AND DIVING MODES: Two of the dives are or can be advanced in nature because of depth or current. All divers must be certified at the advanced open water level or better or be under supervision of an instructor. NO EXCEPTIONS. Instructor to student ratios no more than 1:6. There will be instructors on the trip who can certify you as an advanced diver or nitrox diver during the trip for a very small additional charge or you can get certified before the trip. This is open water diving, please do not bring cave diving equipment. No wreck penetration or decompression diving.

WHEN TO ARRIVE: Be at Capt. Slate’s by 11:45 AM on Friday.

APPROXIMATE TRAVEL TIMES: From Tallahassee are 8.5 to 9 hours, from St. Petersburg 5 hours, from Boca Raton, 2 hours, from Miami 1 hour, 15 minutes

CALL IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS: Dan Marelli, 850-443-2177 or dmarelli@scientificdiving.com

Visit us on Facebook: Scuba Friends of Tallahassee